Typical Mounting and Wiring for Single Unit
Side Access shown

NOTE:
Proper support is required in the mounting area. Wood blocking in wall board is recommended.

3/4" (19)
Inside of Jamb
1 1/2" (38) Ea. end
1 1/2" (38)
C.L. Output shaft

Recommended power input location

22 Ga. 2 wire to activation device (by E.C.)
Minimum 1/2" conduit (by E.C.)
Connect to second operator if required

1 1/2" (38)
C.L. Output shaft

Pair

3/4" (19)
Inside of Jamb

Single Unit

To electric door strike (strike by hwd supplier)

Exit Device if required (by others)

120 VAC 15 AMP power supply.(By E.C.)

Horton Automatics reserves the right to improve the product and change its specifications without notice. Dimensions given in U.S. inches followed by millimeters in parenthesis.